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Abstract: In the process of language communication, the phenomenon of 
homonyms can cause certain difficulties, which, however, are removed when 
considering the context of communication. In addition, homonyms can be used in the 
language as a stylistic tool. In the Karakalpak language, homonyms have a very large 
number and their own characteristics. Including lexical homonyms, it looks 
especially expressive. In this article, we will look at the following questions: origin, 
types, some examples and tasks. The purpose of this work is to find out all possible 
lexical-grammatical homonyms based on the materials of dictionaries of the 
Karakalpak language. Homonyms, this aspect of the asymmetry of the language sign 
is considered by many to be a language anomaly, a hindrance to communication. 
Sometimes the listener is at a loss as to which of the several different meanings 
expressed by a given language form should be chosen for the correct understanding 
of the message. Homonyms also introduces difficulties in the process of learning a 
foreign language when the student is faced with the fact that the same language form 
can have completely different meanings - a fact that he usually does not pay attention 
to in his native language. The analysis of such forms significantly complicates the 
perception of a foreign-language text. 
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INTRODUCTION 
When studying a language as a system of signs, you should pay great attention 
to such a phenomenon as homonymy. The problem of homonymy is contained in 
such questions of the relation of content and form in the language. Some questions 
about homonymy remain open or are not fully understood. 
Homonyms are two words that are spelled the same and have different meanings. 
Homonyms are not quite fully represented in modern explanatory dictionaries. Not all 
cases of homonymic process of words are given in them equally consistently and 
clearly, which is explained by the lack of development of many theoretical questions 
of homonymy and the lack of generally recognized criteria for distinguishing 
homonymy and polysemy. 
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The meanings of homonyms are not positionally conditioned in the sense that 
the implementation of one or the other meaning does not depend on the context; the 
uncertainty of the lexical and semantic position of the word, i.e., the possibility of its 
different understanding, does not lead in this case to any combination of meanings 
since one of them completely excludes the other. 
The phenomenon of homonymy has long been of interest to researchers, 
although there is a point of view that those homonyms are a random phenomenon, but 
a large number of studies conducted on the material of various languages indicate a 
constant interest in this "uninteresting", "random" phenomenon [Malakhovsky, 272]. 
Homonyms are a violation of the "law of the sign": in homonymy, different 
signifiers correspond to the same signifier, that is, those between which there is 
nothing in common. Since language is a semiotic system with a non-rigid relationship 
between the signified and the signifier, it is obvious that, first, the law of the sign is 
preserved, otherwise the communication process would be impossible, and, secondly, 
under certain circumstances, a violation of this law is allowed [Malakhovsky, 273]. 
Under what conditions this happens, what is the permissible percentage of these 
violations, whether it is the same in different languages or different - all this is not yet 
clear and needs to be investigated. 
Homonyms, as words with identical pronunciations but different semantic 
contents, represent an important word population for testing various hypotheses that 
stress feature tagging as the basis of inter word discriminations in recognition 
learning [Anisfeld.171-179]. 
Discriminations between the separate forms of a homonym pair are generally 
presumed to be made on the basis of their semantic features [Gayle. 298-299].  
Homonyms make up a special group of words in the general composition of the 
Karakalpak lexicon. Until now, it has not been the subject of special research in the 
Karakalpak language. Words are lexical-grammatical homonyms that have an 
independent lexical meaning and a service-post-syllabic meaning. For example,  
júzim - my face, 
júzim - grape,  
toy - get full, 
toy - wedding, 
terim - skin - my skin possessive inflexion, 
terim - havesting. 
N.Baskakov in his book (Karakalpak language) gives examples of lexical-
grammatical homonyms of the Karakalpak language:  
There are adverbs that, although they have retained a formal or external 
commonality with other parts of speech, but semantically in their content, as it were, 
have broken away from them, losing their connection with them in relation to the real 
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meaning; for example, birge "to one" and birge together", birden "from one" and 
birden" at once", in the first meanings these are numeral names, and in the second are 
adverbs (Baskakov, 1952: 218).  
Some forms have retained traces of weak differentiation, both lexically and 
functionally. For example, on the one hand, undifferentiated names are verbs: toyıw 
"to be sated" and toy "feast, wedding"; úyiw" to collect, pile up" and úy "house"; and 
on the other hand, undifferentiated in semantic and functional terms such forms as 
saylandı "selected" and saylandı" he was chosen" (Baskakov, 1952: 390). 
In addition, there are a few materials in the Karakalpak language about lexical-
grammatical homonyms, such as in the study of Karakalpak linguists Esemurat 
Berdimuratov, Aziza Aimurzayeva, Abatbay Dauletov, Sharap Khozhanov and others. 
We extend the scientific views of E. Berdimuratov (1994) to investigate classification 
and the source of homonyms. In this article, we agree with the opinion of Aziza 
Aymurzaeva.  
METHOD 
The main purpose of semantic description is to eliminate lexical-grammatical 
homonyms or to reduce the number of variants obtained as a result of syntactic 
analysis. First of all, this is due to the uncertainty of the structural scheme of speech. 
Thanks to the semantic description of the words that make up this sentence, it is 
possible to distinguish the wrong version of the parsing. But no matter how precise 
the semantic description is, it always allows you to choose a single structure that will 
allow multiple syntactic interpretations of the sentence. 
Lexical-grammatical homonyms are one of the types of homonyms in the 
Karakalpak language. Lexico-grammatical homonyms that relate to different parts of 
speech, i.e, one word has a suffix and one not. For example:  
a) alma - apple  
b) alma - don’t take.  
In this example, we see that lexical-grammatical homonyms appeared from the 
suffix. The example a) noun and b) verb. In first alma (a) has not suffix.  
Karakalpak language refers to agglutinative languages in which all grammatical 
forms are formed mainly in the following ways: 1) lexical 2) morphological 3) 
syntactic. Less common is the phonetic way of forming a grammatical form by 
changing the accent, for example, jazba "don't write" and jazba "manuscript", etc. 
Stress is a part or type of intonation, that is, as a grammatical means, it appears only 
in the homonymy of words in connection with the historical fixation of stress for 
different syllables: alma (don't take) and alma (an apple). Therefore, there are no 
word-formation models of stress with a certain potential meaning. 
In the vocabulary of the modern Karakalpak language, the most differentiated 
forms are names and verbs, although traces of incomplete differentiation have been 
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preserved for individual bases, for example, oy "pit, recess" - oy "deepen", úy 
"house" - úy "add" "collect in a pile". 
And we can also say that lexical-grammatical homonyms are formed by the past 
tense. Juwındı "slop" and juwındı III person singular is obviously the past tense of the 
verb juwınıw "to wash up". 
Lexical-grammatical homonyms generally implies that the homonyms in 
question belong to different parts of speech, as the part-of-speech mean-ing is a blend 
of the lexical and grammatical semantic components. 
Lexical-grammatical homonyms are not homogeneous. Homonyms arising from 
conversion have some related lexical meanings in their semantic structure. Though 
some individual meanings may be related, the whole of the semantic structure of 
homonyms is essentially different. 
The most lexical-grammatical homonyms are noun + verb. This means a feature 
of homonyms of the Karakalpak language. That is, lexical homonyms have two 
homonymous systems or one line. For example, tut 'catch, hold, grab’ and tut 
'mulberry berry, mulberry', or 'reap’ - or' braid’. These homonyms refer to different 
parts of speech (noun and verb). 
Lexical-grammatical homonyms, having only a sound identity, differ in meaning 
and sometimes create difficulties in understanding the text. Usually, the context 
defuses lexical-grammatical homonyms, leading the listener or reader to the correct 
understanding with complete certainty, so that they do not even suspect the 
possibility of another meaning. For example,  
Bir mánzilge jetiwge jurt talaban, 
Aǵıp barar jer qayısqan alaman.  
Tańlarım oyanbas tolqın sestinen, 
Qaylardan alaman onday kúshti men?.  
In this example, we used homonyms such as alaman “I take” (a verb of the 
present tense, first person, singular) and alaman “people”, which have the same sound 
but reveal different meanings in the text and do create obstacles to understanding the 
content. 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
Lexical homonyms in the homonym dictionary of the Karakalpak language 
come in only two variants. Through the same way, you can also categorize them. But 
not all of the homonyms that come in two variants are considered lexical-
grammatical homonyms. In the table, we will look at lexical-grammatical homonyms.  
Table - 1 
Homonyms Meanings Meanings 
aǵarǵan milk, etc was white, becomes white 
aǵın current, flowing white shade 
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Aqqan Cancer flowing river 
Arasında Sometimes Inside 
Azıw large tooth Slim 
alda  Ahead say lie 
Aldı he or she took in front of 
Alma Apple don;t take 
alıslaw move away more far 
alıw take, get method of harvesting grain in arithmetic 
arzanlaw reduction in price getting cheaper 
arna Channel Dedicate 
asa Most Eat 
awdarma Translation dig it up 
balǵa a hammer to honey 
basqa  Another to head 
baslama Iniciative don’t strart 
baspa Publisher don’t press 
bastan Before from head 
baylaw to knit, to tie,  Richer 
bez Iron the muscle 
bostan Empty Freedom 
boyaw painting, coloring Paint 
boyan Licorice color it 
bóle Cousin Swaddle 
burılma bend, turn don’t turn 
ǵarǵa Crow curse it 
ele Yet sift through 
ılaslaw get dirty Dirtier 
jala Slander Lick 
jat Alien stay down 
jatır Uterus he or she is lying 
jawın Rain the accusative case form of the word jaw 
(enemy) 
jayın big fish the accusative case form of the word jay 
(house) 
jeńge the wife of the older brother the dative case form of the word jeń 
(sleeve) 
jezde the husband of the older sister the local case form of the word jez 
(brass) 
júkli Pregnant Loaded 
júzim Grape my face 
kespe trim, piece don't cut  
kiy a tool for playing billiards put it on 
kúl Ash Laugh 
kúnde Everyday the local case form of the word kún (sun) 
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qal mole, birthmark stay here 
qaldıq Remains we were staying 
qanday what? like blood 
qarın Stomach the accusative case form of the word qar 
(snow) 
qarıs a quarter (a measure of length 
equal to the distance between 
the ends of the extended 
thumb and little finger, 
corresponds to about 1/4 
arshin) 
the form of a mutually-joint pledge from 
the verb qarıw (knead) 
qıyın Difficult the accusative case form of the word qıy 
(dry litter) 
qıs Winter Squeeze 
qurım soot, an old torn nightmare form category of accessories is a 
singular from the word qur (wool braid - 
for fastening and connecting the lattices 
of the yurt) 
oylaw to think Depression 
oyma hollowed out, engraved don’t chisel 
oysız stupid, unreasonable without lowlands, without hollows, 
without cavities 
ót Bile come on in 
sabın Soap the accusative case form of the word sap 
salma a small arm of the ditch, a 
channel 
don’t put 
sana consciousness, conscious count it 
sók Millet Scold 
taq odd, unpaired attach it 
ter Sweat Collect 
terim Havesting my skin (possessive inflexion) 
toy Wedding Saturate 
tuwrama a dish of finely chopped meat 
with broth 
don't cut it 
tırna the crane Scratch 
ushında for the local case form of the word ush (the 
tip) 
uzaqlaw move away more away 
úy home, house Collect 
shıq Dew come out 
shayı Kanaus her or his tea 
shash Hair Scatter 
shıǵar Perheps maybe come 
shıraǵım my honey my lamp 
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As a result of the experiment, 100 lexico-grammatical homonymic chains of the 
Karakalpak language were obtained (see Table 1). 
The homonyms, which are sometimes written in the same way but differ in the 
pronunciation of ǵarǵa (the bird) and ǵarǵa (the form of the commanding verb). 
Some verbs are formed by the coincidence of the spelling or pronunciation of a word 
in another language.  
The number of homonyms of the Karakalpak language is very high since there 
have been many words borrowed from other languages during the development of the 
Karakalpak language. Those borrowings adapted themselves to the lexical system of 
the Karakalpak language and were also affected by the sound changes; therefore, the 
borrowed lexemes sometimes overlapped with the lexemes in the receiving language. 
Sometimes even new borrowings overlapped with words borrowed earlier from 
another language. For instance, alaman a noun (people) from Persian coincides with 
alaman (I will take) a verb already existing in the Karakalpak language. 
 Lexical-grammatical homonyms that coincide in separate forms can belong to 
the same part of speech or to different parts of speech. For example, jaz "summer" 
and jaz "write", qoy "sheep" and qoy "leave", and so on. The context and the situation 
do not allow them to mix. Homonyms in the Karakalpak language by the number of 
members can be binomial, three and four members and can be in one part of speech 
and in different parts of speech: noun.: baspa "vodokran" - baspa "publishing house"; 
noun. - adj.: ashıqlıq "love" ashıqlıq "field"; noun. - numeral: altınshı "jeweler" and 
altınshı "sixth"; noun - noun - verb -: at "name", at "horse", at "shoot" etc. 
 A variety of lexical-grammatical homonyms are homophones (matching in 
sound but differing in spelling and meaning): qızsa "if it gets hot" qıssa "if it gets 
clamped" etc. The next variety of lexical-grammatical homonyms are homographs 
(the same spelling but different in sound due to the accent): alma "apple" alma "don't 
take", jaz "summer" - jaz "write" etc. 
Conclusions 
The existence of homonyms in speech usually does not cause much difficulty. 
The context clarifies the semantic structure of the words used, eliminating 
inappropriate misunderstandings. As a rule, homonyms that have an expressive color, 
different functional relatedness do not occur in speech; however, the combination of 
the meanings of homonyms is possible. This is due to some stylistic goal, in different 
styles of speech, this goal is different. 
Lexical-grammatical homonyms as a graphemic identity of words of different 
parts of speech is a manifestation of functional syntactic differences between words. 
Each class has its own combination of morphological, syntactic, word-forming and 
lexical-grammatical features, the interaction of which is manifested in the 
homonymic relations of words. There is not a single class whose words do not enter 
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homonymous relations with the words of at least one other class in each of the 
language. This indicates a high degree of interaction between parts of speech in the 
lexical and grammatical system of language. But having identified all the living ways 
of transition from one lexical-grammatical class to another, it is necessary to pay 
attention to possible shifts in grammatical meaning associated with a change in 
grammatical form. The next important task is the accumulation of data on speech 
frequency in different types of discourses in order to finally formulate the directions 
of the transition of parts of speech, common and different in related language. 
In conclusion, we have identified the following conclusions:  
- there are features of lexical-grammatical homonyms among the Turkic 
languages,  
- lexical-grammatical homonyms have only one homonymic series,  
- lexical-grammatical homonyms form only two parts of speech,  
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